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HomeCare

Model Motor Power Suction Hi Suction Lo Airflow Kit Capacity Range Weight Dimensions WxLxH
HVR200A

1200/600W 230V AC 
50/60Hz 2500mm 1500mm 42L/sec

Hi-Flo

A1

9L 26.8 m 6.9kg 340x340x370mm
HET200A A1
HVX200A X1
HVR200M A1
HHR200A H1

JVP180A 800/500W 2000mm 1300mm 30L/sec
Hi-Flo E1 8L 5.5kg 340x340x340mm

Model Motor Power Suction Airflow Kit Cap. Wet Cap. Dry Range Weight Dimensions WxLxH
CVC370

1200W 230V AC 
50/60Hz 2400mm 38L/sec

Max
A21A

9L 15L 26.8 m
7.1kg

355x355x510mm
GVE370 A26A 8.8kg

Specifications

The AutoSave system automatically 
starts in the economy, energy 

conservation mode, immediately reducing 
your power requirements  

by half, exactly the same as switching off  
10 x 60W light bulbs!

If, at any time, more power is needed, one push of the Hi 
switch gives you literally twice as much, and the red light 
glows, a second push of the switch and you will automatically 
return to economy again.

Our way of looking after
tomorrow... today. 

AutoSave
Hi Power 
     Option

Hi Light

On / Off

Simple Green technology and yours to 
command on Henry, Hetty, Harry,  
Henry Xtra and James

HepaFlo technology brings with it better standards of 
performance, higher efficiency, increased capacity and 
greater cleanliness and convenience.
NVM-1CH NVM-1CH James, Henry, Hetty, Harry, Henry 
Xtra and Henry Micro
NVM-2BH Charles and George.

Filtration      System

Accessory kits

Kit H1 - Harry stainless steel pet care accessory kit

Kit E1 - James full aluminium/Nutex accessory kit

Kit X1 - Henry Xtra stainless steel 3 nozzle kit

Kit A21A - Charles aluminium Nutex   
wet and dry kit

Kit A26A - George stainless steel ‘do   
anything’ kit

Kit A1 - Henry/Hetty/Micro full stainless steel accessory kit
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FloorcareBetter by design...
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Meet Henry...

Wand docking

10m cable rewind

HVR200A

HHR200A

Henry is our original and most 
popular professional vacuum 

cleaner. Hetty “the girl 
Henry” is the pretty one and 
adored by the ladies; and 
now both of these have 
been joined by Harry – the 
pet owner’s friend.

Whichever model you chose, the power 
and performance are the same... brilliant 
and all are now equipped, as standard, with 
our unique AutoSave Automatic Energy 
Conservation System.
All three machines incorporate our 
TwinFlo vacuum technology which is fully 

complemented by the new NST sound 
reduction programme.

Henry Micro  
British Allergy Foundation approved with 
our exclusive high efficiency Microtex 
filtration system.  Henry Micro - coming to 
the aid of people with asthma or other dust 
related allergies.

James 
Without doubt, one of the most  
frugal professional cleaners  
available, with added AutoSave  
technology providing power  
saving in excess of 50%, resulting  
in longer life and even lower  
sound levels.

Henry Xtra 
Xtra in name and specification. The ultimate Henry 
with added high performance AiroBrush accessory 
and fitted, as standard, with AutoSave energy 
conservation and the NST sound reduction system.

Charles
An exceptional wet and dry cleaner that is 
totally without compromise, be it dust or  
dirt, unblocking the sink or the washing 
machine overflows.

A full range 
of accessories 
means you’re 
ready for 
anything and 
everything!

George.
This all in one machine is a true family 
friend, dry vacuuming, wet vacuuming; 
scrubbing and drying hard floors; deep 
cleaning the carpet; cleaning the 
upholstery or even unblocking the sink, 
you name it George is your man.
Everything supplied in the most 
comprehensive accessory kit  
puts you fully in control  
whatever the problem and  
    whatever the need.

A real treasure and always smiling!

HET200A

HVX200A

HVR200M

JVP180A

GVE370

CVC370

and his efficient, friendly family.
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